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Why vampires, and why now? Between Twilight, True Blood and rumors of a remake of Buffy: Why do you
think that is? The image of the male vampire underwent a major shift with Anne Rice, and a still greater image
maker-over with the Twilight books and film. Vampires are seen, more than ever, as handsome, romantic,
loving. They are so much cooler than the dorks who spend their waking hours hanging out at the mall, doing
meth, and texting. Do you think any of these modern vampire tales will ever take precedence over the original
Dracula? They are all excellent, and unique in their own way. Count Dracula will live forever. Certainly the
more recent books are more accessible, with a faster pace and less baroque language, especially to younger
readers. Whether they will stand the test of a century remains to be seen. The early stories, those beautiful
Victorian and Edwardian tales of terror, tended more often to feature castles, cathedrals, old country manors,
and, of course, the ever-popular graveyards and tombs, frequently crumbling, while contemporary tales find
vampires walking among us in ordinary settings, dressed like everyone else. Stories written before World War
I tend to be quietly creepy and scary, while later stories are often more overtly violent or, starngely, humorous.
There are plenty of exceptions to both eras, of course. Do you have any favorite stories? Inevitably, among 84
stories, some will resonate more than others. Give me the guy with a castle and a tuxedo any day. The vampire
myth has changed so much over timeâ€”why do you think vampires persist, and why do you think their
mythology keeps getting rewritten? Vampires remain, for the most part, immortal blood-drinkers. There are
truly evil ones today, as there always have been, and there are also some who try to do the right thing, who are
smarter than ordinary humans one advantage of living for centuries is you get to learn a lot of stuff, especially
history , and who are relatively benign. This is as true in contemporary fiction as it was in the 19th century.
With so many millions of readers for so many years, clearly there are numerous reasons for the enduring
popularity of these creatures. People love to be frightened, just so long as they know they really are safe.
Roller coasters, bungee jumping, ghost stories, eating in an authentic Chinese restaurantâ€”all scary, all
popular. Vampire stories are mostly scary. I think there is also the appeal of immortality. It is common for
readers to identify with the hero or heroine of a book or movie. So here is someone who will live forever.
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